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Dynamic Tree Wind Response Recording and Analysing  
 The Tree Motion Sensors (TMS) record the dynamic tilt motion of trees in winds. The tilt data 
is used to assess the stability of the trees root system, also called structural root zone.

Tree Motion Sensor

Data analysing  
 

TMS Setup and Site Preconditions  
 ! The TMS Base sensor measures the trees root plate tilt.  
! A second Control TMS at 2 meters above ground confirms wind events.
! Gust wind speed of 25 mph (40 km/h) or higher is required to run TMS tests. 
!Minimal test time is 2 hours. Maximal monitoring periods: 3+ weeks.

! Confirmation of stability of trees: little root plate 
tilt in high winds implies root stability.
! Comparing the tilts in groups of trees identifies 

trees with root anchorage problems. 

Fields of Application  
 

! Combination with static pull tests: Trees with striking root plate tilt in natural wind can be 
tested with a static pull test to measure the reaction to a known force.
! Combination with tree tomography: TMS data helps to evaluate sonic and electric 

resistance tomograms.
! Long term monitoring of trees shows how root stability changes over time. 
! Supervision of trees near construction works: Fast trunk inclination changes or damage to 

major roots of trees caused during construction work can be detected.
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The graphs of the PC software  
show tilts of a birch tree at 
50km/h wind gusts. Time domain 
of Control and Base sensor data 
on the left. Polar diagram on the 
right. Data is precisely 
synchronized through GPS.

The TMS records a large amount of data. Software finds the maximal tilts that occured during 
the monitoring period.
! Automatic data analysing through a web service (pre-paid) at www.treesensor.com
! A PC self analysing software for research is available. 
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Dynamic Tree Sway Motion and Static Load Test  
 The TMS records the dynamic sway motion of trees in natural winds. The force of that wind is 
not known, but the reaction of the tree is measured. The load - or pull - test applies a known 
force to the tree, measures the trees reaction but the wind load is estimated.

Tree Motion Sensor

Case study: Group of Tilia Trees - Comparing Data  
 Tree Nr 3 in this group of tilia trees does have a defect at the base. The tomogram 

shows the sonic scan at ground level.
How does this problem affect the tree stability?  
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Houses or other trees cause unpredictable wind 
conditions: tunneling or shadowing effects. TMS tests 
find out about the real wind exposure of the tree.

?

In wind gusts of 25 mph (40 km/h) 
all three trees in the group tilted 
to maximal 0,09° to 0,1°. 
Therefore tree 3 is 
inconspicuous despite decay 
at the base. 

Case study: TMS proof root safety of tree with basal rot   
 The tomograms of this 31 meter Douglas fir show large decay at the base (1). 
Maximal tilt in a major gale (58 mph, 93 km/h) was 0,22° only! The tree is 
standing safely on it’s cantilevered roots (2).
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!Force exactly known
!Wind reaction of tree is estimated
!Test on demand
!High effort

!Wind force not known
!Wind reaction of tree is measured
!Test during wind; minimal 25mph (+40km/h)
!Low effort

Comparing Static Load Test   and    TMS     
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